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Humans, Emerging Diseases and the Ecosystem 

 

 Infectious diseases have always existed in human civilization, and humans have always 

been interested in exploring the cause and prevention of such diseases. Before the advent of the 

germ theory, public health officials believed that poor sanitary conditions like limited ventilation 

and miasma were prime causes of diseases. Later, the germ theory proved that infectious diseases 

such as tuberculosis, yellow fever and malaria were caused and transmitted by microorganisms. 

In “Emerging and reemerging diseases: a historical perspective,” Frank Snowden discusses how 

researchers like Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch laid out “the biomedical model of disease” that 

promoted understanding of these diseases and pioneered scientific discoveries  including 

antibiotics like penicillin and pesticides like DDT.1 Furthermore, deployment of vaccines not 

only attenuated the prevalence of diseases but also completely eradicated smallpox from the 

world. After that, it seemed feasible to believe that any infectious disease could be ended. In fact, 

US Surgeon General William Steward reported in 1969 that the time had come to “close the 

book on infectious diseases.”2   

However, while humans have been more successful in mitigating reemerging diseases 

like cholera and plague, emerging diseases like AIDS, Ebola and SARS have posed serious 

challenges. Since 1970, more than forty such diseases have emerged.3 Furthermore, in 2020, an 
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emerging disease COVID-19, caused by the virus SARS-CoV-2, was identified and eventually 

declared a pandemic by WHO. How, then, have perceptions of “emerging infectious diseases” 

and the risks they pose shaped perceptions of, and reactions to, COVID-19? I argue that while 

the immediate actions in response to COVID-19, such as closing of wet markets, might be an 

appealing action, more broadly, it is essential to examine the larger ecological connections that 

foster rise of these diseases if we truly want to attenuate its emergence. Understanding this 

bigger picture will not only shed light on how effectively we might tackle the next pandemic but 

also may prevent it from happening in the first place. 

Scientists argue that most emerging diseases have arisen from human-animal 

interactions. Emerging diseases, as defined by Joshua Lederberg for Institute of Medicine, are 

“diseases of infectious origin whose incidence in humans has increased within the past two 

decades or threatens to increase in the near future.”4 That is, emerging diseases are those which 

“were previously unknown to have afflicted humans.”5 In the past, scientists have claimed that 

several emerging diseases were transmitted from animals. For instance, in “Ebola in a Stew of 

Fear,” Gregg Mitman argues that “bats appear to be the reservoirs of the [Ebola] virus, although 

other animals are susceptible and can pass the infection to humans.”6 Furthermore, Mitman also 

shares his experience of “bush meat” evoking “a twinge of fear” because it could “harbor Ebola 

virus.”7 In the case of SARS, Vincent C. C. Cheng et al. argue that “the recent discovery of a 

high proportion of Chinese horseshoe bats and subsequently other horseshoe bats shedding 
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SARS-CoV-like viruses or being seropositive strongly suggested that the bats could be the 

natural reservoir of this group of viruses.”8  

Though not proven, experts argue that the case of COVID-19 is similar.  Scientists “say 

that it is highly likely that the virus came from bats,” and anthropologists argue that the virus 

“emerged through a zoonotic spillover, a “jump” of the virus from non-human animals to 

humans, in early December 2019.”9 This “jump,” was possibly at “one of China’s wet 

markets.”10 The “wet markets” are places where live animals are often slaughtered and sold for 

human consumption. Further analysis by medical journal the Lancet showed that out of first 41 

patients of COVID-19, “27 of them had direct exposure to the Wuhan market.”11 Therefore, the 

public believe this “fixed” story that the disease originated when “someone at the now world-

famous Huanan seafood market in Wuhan was infected with a virus from an animal.”12 

Based on this evidences, government agencies, stakeholders and people responded 

immediately to prevent the spread of COVID-19 by limiting further human-animal interaction. 

Professors Christos Lynteris and Lyle Fearnley reports that on January 1, Wuhan closed and 

disinfected the market and on January 22, the nation issued a temporary ban on all trade in wild 
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animal products.13 Elizabeth Maruma Mrema, United Nations’ biodiversity chief, in an interview 

“appeared to want to ban the sale all live animals, not only wild ones.”14 In addition, she warned, 

“if we don’t take care of nature, it will take care of us.”15 During the coronavirus crisis, 

GlobeScan for World Wildlife Fund conducted a survey among five-thousand participants, 

where 93 percent of them agreed that the government’s decision to ban wildlife was essential and 

84 percent “said they were unlikely or very unlikely to buy wildlife products in the future.”16 It 

seems that people were convinced that the best way to prevent the virus was to abstain from wild 

animal products in present as well as future. 

While these responses seem justifiable given the human-animal interface responsible 

for the disease, history suggests that they are very likely to fade with time which if happens, is 

less likely to reveal any connection between wild animal and disease. For instance, in 2003, 

during the SARS outbreak, China adopted a similar method but “eased restrictions once the 

outbreak was under control” thereby going back to “where they started, but this time with a 

disease that’s killing even more people.”17 Furthermore, Lynteris and Fearnley argue that a 

permanent shutdown of wet markets in China would not only “deprive Chinese consumers of a 

food sector that accounts for 30-59% of their food supplies” but also would mean that 

preponderance of poor people will not have source affordable food.18 Also, they predict that a 

ban on wet markets could also lead to “explosion of an uncontrollable black market.”19 Due to 

mixed responses from various group of people, it is almost certain that the limitation on wet-
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markets will loosen up. In such case, if the ban is short-lived, researchers may not be able to 

trace the pattern between infected people and people with frequent contact to the wet markets 

thereby, once again, leaving the puzzling question unanswered. Therefore, if the government 

decides to limit such market, it is essential to carry it on for a significant duration in order to 

better predict the relation between human-animal interaction and “new” infectious diseases. 

While human-animal interaction is an important factor when it comes to emerging 

infectious diseases, there are also other social and environmental aspects that are interconnected 

with the rise of emerging disease. Snowden lists “population growth, unplanned urbanization, 

antimicrobial resistance, poverty, societal change, and rapid mass movement of people” as 

underlying causes of emerging diseases.20 No doubt, population growth and unplanned 

urbanization are resulting in encroachment of forests— the natural habitat of wild animals. This 

not only promotes human-animal interactions, but also stimulates faster transmission of the 

disease once introduced thereby making it difficult to control. Moreover, Snowden 

acknowledges that migration is “one of the most dynamic factors affecting the balance between 

microbes and man.”21 Snowden argues that “by mixing gene pools,” we are creating a pressure 

for natural selection thereby giving microorganisms “a powerful advantage” resulting in 

antimicrobial resistance.22 One side, we are destroying forests, raising pollution levels 

astronomically, and experimenting with genetic technology— all of which one way or other 

impact the rise of emerging diseases— for decades and other side, we ban wildlife sell for few 

weeks and expect the disease to lower its bars. The essence is to understand that tampering with 

the ecosystem whether be it directly or indirectly, has unforeseen impact on emerging diseases.  
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To sum up, perceptions of emerging infectious diseases based on both past and the 

present have greatly influenced how we respond to diseases like COVID-19. While to seek a 

pattern and learn from the past is human nature, it is also essential not to get swayed by the past 

but to analyze the entire scenario well before taking a step. Limiting human-animals interaction 

during pandemic may serve a good measure to control the spread of disease, but we need to aim 

higher: to prevent the rise of emerging diseases. This is possible by analyzing the broader 

ecological complications, that is, by taking steps of population control, systematic urbanization, 

and more importantly, limiting the encroachment of ecosystem. Humans are “biologically 

connected in a web or net,” that also includes minute viruses and bacteria.23 We, along with 

animals, make up a complex ecosystem interacting with one another in the environment, and 

affecting one component of this chain greatly affect others, regardless of how unrelated it might 

seem! Thus, we must acknowledge that infectious diseases can emerge regardless of supremacy 

in science and medicine. But if we fail to prepare, we prepare to fail, and preparing from today 

might help us prolong our existence in this planet.  
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